Day 1 :

Arrival in Danang

Upon arrival, your tour guide will meet and greet you, and escort
you to the transport for your transfer to Danang Golf Club for your
first golf game. Multi-award winning and named one of the 15 best
new courses in the world, generous, firm, fast fairways bleed
gently into wild seaside vegetation. There is restrained use of
water and OB, however placement is paramount to have a chance
at the pins on the well bunkered and undulating greens. The
fairways are also lined by long needle pines, from where you will
be forced to punch out of just to get back into play. Wind tightens up the course, so look to be creative
with bump-and-runs and putting from well off the greens.

Day 2 :

Danang

(Breakfast)

Look forward to playing the Laguna Lang Co Golf Club today with
its ocean views and mountainous backdrop. Nick Faldo’s design
has the golfer weaving in between trees, over rice paddy fields and
streams, through impressive rock features and alongside the beach.
Each hole reveals a character of its own, presenting a myriad of
opportunities for interesting and memorable play. The par 3, 5th
stands out as the signature hole, incorporating large mounds
around the green that mirror a mountain peak in the background. Mention must also go to the par 5
finishing hole, an excellent dogleg that is sure to thrill. This is a great course to be enjoyed by both the
experienced player and beginner alike.

Day 3 :

Danang

(Breakfast)

Today’s golf is at the Montgomerie Links Vietnam, which moves
boldly over a striking landscape of wispy casuarinas, pines and sand
dunes. Best described as contemporary modern links, it’s evident
that Colin Montgomerie drew upon memories of famous Scottish
links to create a layout featuring abundant sand, prevalent
bunkering, and an ever-present wind. There are classic, old world
design elements, such as rolling treeless fairways, thick rough,
massive greens and tight chipping areas, with the only departure
from tradition coming in the form of several lakes and streams. The stunning par 5, 12th is truly memorable.
Playing slightly uphill to a bunker-riddled fairway, the hole is framed by the clubhouse in the background
and has been described as the best par-5 in Vietnam.

Day 4 :

Departure from Danang

(Breakfast)

At the scheduled time, transfer to the airport for your homebound flight.

